Nanoscale Probing of Informational Polymers with Nanopores. Applications to Amyloidogenic Fragments, Peptides, and DNA-PNA Hybrids.
The decades long advances in nanotechnology, biomolecular sciences, and protein engineering ushered the introduction of groundbreaking technologies devoted to understanding how matter behaves at single particle level. Arguably, one of the simplest in concept is the nanopore-based paradigm, with deep roots in what is originally known as the Coulter counter, resistive-pulse technique. Historically, a nanopore system comprising the oligomeric protein generated by Staphylococcus aureus toxin α-hemolysin (α-HL) was first applied to detecting polynucleotides, as revealed in 1996 by John J. Kasianowicz, Eric Brandin, Daniel Branton, and David W. Deamer, in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. Nowadays, a wide variety of other solid-state or protein-based nanopores have emerged as efficient tools for stochastic sensing of analytes as small as single metal ions, handling single molecules, or real-time, label-free probing of chemical reactions at single-molecule level. In this Account, we demonstrate the usefulness of the α-HL nanopore on probing metal-induced folding of peptides, and to investigating the reversible binding of various metals to physiologically relevant amyloid fragments. The widely recognized Achilles heel of the approach, is the relatively short dwell time of the analytes inside the nanopore. This hinders the collection of sufficient data required to infer statistically meaningful conclusions about the physical or chemical state of the studied analyte. To mitigate this, various approaches were successfully applied in particular experiments, including but not restricted to altering physical parameters of the aqueous solution, downsizing the nanopore geometry, the controlled tuning of the balance between the electrostatic and electro-osmotic forces, coating nanopores with a fluid lipid bilayer, employing a pressure-voltage biased pore. From our perspective, in this Account, we will present two strategies aimed at controlling the analyte passage across the α-HL. First, we will reveal how the electroosmotic flow can be harnessed to control residence time, direction, and the sequence of spatiotemporal dynamics of a single peptide along the nanopore. This also allows one to identify the mesoscopic trajectory of a peptide exiting the nanopore through either the vestibule or β-barrel moiety. Second, we lay out the principles of an approach dubbed "nanopore tweezing", enabling simultaneous capture rate increase and escape rate decrease of a peptide from the α-HL, with the applied voltage. At its core, this method requires the creation of an electrical dipole on the peptide under study, via engineering positive and negative amino acid residues at the two ends of the peptide. Concise applications of this approach are being demonstrated, as in proof-of-concept experiments we probed the primary structure exploration of polypeptides, via discrimination between selected neutral amino acid residues. Another useful venue provided by the nanopores is represented by single-molecule force experiments on captured analytes inside the nanopore, which proved useful in exploring force-induced rupture of nucleic acids duplexes, hairpins, or various nucleic acids-ligand conjugates. We will show that when applied to oppositely charged, polypeptide-functionalized PNA-DNA duplexes, the nanopore tweezing introduces a new generation of force-spectroscopy nanopore-based platforms, facilitating unzipping of a captured duplex and enabling the duplex hybridization energy estimation.